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PROSPECT: Two Goals
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See M. Mendenall, Talk LA.00001, Saturday morning

(1) Search for sterile neutrino oscillations 
in with Δm214 near 1eV2 near a reactor 
core and a highly segmented detector


(2) Perform a precision measurement of 
the neutrino spectrum from a reactor 
core made of highly enriched in 235U
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The PROSPECT Reactor 
Antineutrino Experiment 

(arXiv:1808.00097)

• 2m (W)×1.6m (H)×1.2m (L)

• 3.7 tonnes 6Li-loaded LS

• 11×14=154 segments, 
each optically isolated



227Ac Calibration Scheme
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D. Berish, D. Jones (Temple), D. Jaffe (BNL)

The idea: Spike the LiLS with a tiny amount of 227Ac and monitor 
each segment separately with 219Rn→215Po+α→211Pb+α decays

1 Introduction

In order to measure the relative volume of the PROSPECT AD 227Ac has been added to the
liquid scintillator. In December 2017 one barrel of LS was spiked with 227Ac . The expected
rate of 227Ac in the active detector was 0.5 ± 0.3 Hz.

The rate of 227Ac in the AD is found by looking for the ↵, ↵ coincidence in the 219Rn !
215Po ! 211Pb decay highlighted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: 227Ac decay chain.

219Rn has a half life of 3.96 ± 0.01 s, decaying by ↵ 100% of the time with the energies
listed in Table 1. 215Po has a half life of 1.781 ± 0.005 ms, decaying by ↵ 99.99977(2)% of
the time. This decay is monoenergetic with a 7386.1(8) keV ↵.

E↵ [keV] %
6425.0(10) 7.5(6)
6530(2) 0.110(10)
6552.6(10) 12.9(6)
6819.1(3) 79.4(10)

E� [keV] %
271.23(1) 10.8(6)
401.81(1) 6.6(4)

Table 1: 219Rn ↵ and � energies.

This study focuses on using the RnPo ↵, ↵ coincidence to determine the relative cell to
cell volume of the active detector. This source can also be useful in measuring the stability
of energy calibration, position reconstruction, and PSD, position, and energy resolution.
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Figure 4: 219Rn and 215Po events in cell 76 after background subtraction. Top panel: PSD
versus energy. Bottom panel: Position distributions.

4.3 E�ciency

There are three cut e�ciencies that are calculated: PSD, energy, and �z. The individual
distributions are fit with gaussians according to the following list.

• 219Rn PSD: double gaussian

• 215Po PSD: single gaussian

• 219Rn Energy: triple gaussian

• 215Po Energy: single gaussian

• 219Rn 215Po dz: single gaussian

The e�ciency is then calculated according to Equation 1, where f(x) is the fitted function.
Figure 5 shows an example of the fits and e�ciency results for Cell 76.

Eff =

R high cut

low cut f(x)dxR1
�1 f(x)dx

(1)
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Figure 5: �t distributions for cell 76. Green: selection events; Black: background; Blue:
background subtracted.

6 Plots

This section includes plots demonstrating variations between cells and through time. Each
time bin is about 24 hours.
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Prototype Measurements
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Does actinium dissolved into the LiLS…

• … adsorb onto materials into the neutrino detector?

• … produce an intolerably high background?

• … degrade the performance of the scintillator?

Discussed by D. Berish at DNP 2017; NIM paper in progress

All answers are “No”, based on two extended studies:

Controlled adsorption w/high 227Ac concentration


Glass vials containing samples of all materials in 
contact with LiLS in full scale detector


Spike in the P50* PROSPECT prototype

Measured activity over several months in two-segment 
detector, also allowing us to test relative rate stability

* See JINST 13 (2018) no.06, P06023



Figure 5: An example of the PSD, energy, and �z distributions for cell 76 along with their
respective fits and e�ciency calculation results.
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227Ac Detection Efficiency
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219Rn 215Po

• Cuts are made in Energy, PSD, Δz, and Δt in each segment

• Fits are performed on sample to determine what is missed


• Example: Energy distribution for “prompt” and “delayed”:



Efficiency Compilation
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Segment-by-Segment

Integrated over entire detector
Off On Off OffOn



Integrated Rates over Time
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227Ac rate

Out-of-time background rate

Preliminary



Results: Segment Rate
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All rates • Segment to segment variations 
in volume × efficiency


• Small downward trend towards 
the top of the detector


• Top row is systematically low

Preliminary



Results: Stability monitor
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Preliminary

The 227Ac spike provides some unique opportunities 
to monitor the detector over time.
For example, both alpha particles are at the same place, 
so we can use this to monitor position resolution:

Other performance monitors (eg calibrations and resolution 
for energy and pulse shape) are being studied.



Conclusions
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Dispersing 227Ac through the scintillator 
provides a useful monitor of segment 
volume × detector efficiencies.

The 227Ac rate decreases over time at a 
rate consistent with the 227Ac lifetime. 
This analysis is continuing.

Additional benefits of this scheme are 
identified, including a monitor over time 
of important scintillator parameters.



The PROSPECT Collaboration
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Ten Universities, Four National Laboratories, ≈70 Collaborators

Thank You!


